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Abstract
This paper presents a new approach to recognize elements in floor plan layouts. Besides walls and rooms, we
aim to recognize diverse floor plan elements, such as doors,
windows and different types of rooms, in the floor layouts.
To this end, we model a hierarchy of floor plan elements and
design a deep multi-task neural network with two tasks: one
to learn to predict room-boundary elements, and the other
to predict rooms with types. More importantly, we formulate the room-boundary-guided attention mechanism in our
spatial contextual module to carefully take room-boundary
features into account to enhance the room-type predictions.
Furthermore, we design a cross-and-within-task weighted
loss to balance the multi-label tasks and prepare two new
datasets for floor plan recognition. Experimental results
demonstrate the superiority and effectiveness of our network over the state-of-the-art methods.

1. Introduction
To recognize floor plan elements in a layout requires the
learning of semantic information in the floor plans. It is
not merely a general segmentation problem since floor plans
present not only the individual floor plan elements, such as
walls, doors, windows, and closets, etc., but also how the
elements relate to one another, and how they are arranged
to make up different types of rooms. While recognizing
semantic information in floor plans is generally straightforward for humans, automatically processing floor plans and
recognizing layout semantics is a very challenging problem
in image understanding and document analysis.
Traditionally, the problem is solved based on low-level
image processing methods [14, 2, 7] that exploit heuristics
to locate the graphical notations in the floor plans. Clearly,
simply relying on hand-crafted features is insufficient, since
it lacks generality to handle diverse conditions.
Recent methods [11, 5, 20] for the problem has begun to
explore deep learning approaches. Liu et al. [11] designed a

Figure 1. Our network is able to recognize walls of nonuniform
thickness (see boxes 2, 4, 5), walls that meet at irregular junctions
(see boxes 1, 2), curved walls (see box 3), and various room types
in the layout; see Figure 2 for the legend of the color labels.

convolutional neural network (CNN) to recognize junction
points in a floor plan image and connected the junctions to
locate walls. The method, however, can only locate walls
of uniform thickness along XY-principal directions in the
image. Later, Yamasaki et al. [20] adopted a fully convolutional network to label pixels in a floor plan; however,
the method simply uses a general segmentation network to
recognize pixels of different classes and ignores the spatial
relations between floor plan elements and room boundary.
This paper presents a new method for floor plan recognition, with a focus on recognizing diverse floor plan elements, e.g., walls, doors, rooms, closets, etc.; see Figure 1
for two example results and Figure 2 for the legend. These
elements are inter-related graphical elements with structural
semantics in the floor plans. To approach the problem, we
model a hierarchy of labels for the floor plan elements and
design a deep multi-task neural network based on the hierarchy. Our network learns shared features from the input floor plan and refines the features to learn to recognize individual elements. Specifically, we design the spatial
contextual module to explore the spatial relations between
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elements via the room-boundary-guided attention mechanism to avoid feature blurring, and formulate the cross-andwithin-task weighted loss to balance the labels across and
within tasks. Hence, we can effectively explore the spatial
relations between the floor plan elements to maximize the
network learning; see again the example results shown in
Figure 1, which exhibit the capability of our network.
Our contributions are threefold. First, we design a deep
multi-task neural network to learn the spatial relations between floor plan elements to maximize network learning.
Second, we present the spatial contextual module with the
room-boundary-guided attention mechanism to learn the
spatial semantic information, and formulate the cross-andwithin-task weighted loss to balance the losses for our tasks.
Lastly, we take the datasets from [11] and [10], collect additional floor plans, and prepare two new datasets with labels
on various floor plan elements and room types.

2. Related Work
Traditional approaches recognize elements in floor plan
based on low-level image processing. Ryall et al. [16]
applied a semi-automatic method for room segmentation.
Other early methods [1, 6] locate walls, doors, and rooms
by detecting graphical shapes in the layout, e.g., line, arc,
and small loop. Or et al. [15] converted bitmapped floor
plans to vector graphics and generated 3D room models.
Ahmed et al. [2] separated text from graphics and extracted
lines of various thickness, where walls are extracted from
the thicker lines and symbols are assumed to have thin lines;
then, they applied such information to further locate doors
and windows. Gimenez et al. [7] recognized walls and
openings using heuristics, and generated 3D building models based on the detected walls and doors.
Using heuristics to recognize low-level elements in floor
plans is error-prone. This motivates the development of machine learning methods [4], and very recently, deep learning
methods [5, 11, 20] to address the problem. Dodge et al. [5]
used a fully convolutional network (FCN) to first detect the
wall pixels, and then adopted a faster R-CNN framework
to detect doors, sliding doors, and symbols such as kitchen
stoves and bathtubs. Also, they employed a library tool to
recognize text to estimate the room size.
Liu et al. [11] trained a deep neural network to first identify junction points in a given floor plan image, and then
used integer programming to join the junctions to locate the
walls in the floor plan. Due to the Manhattan assumption,
the method can only handle walls that align with the two
principal axes in the floor plan image. Hence, it can recognize layouts with only rectangular rooms and walls of uniform thickness. Later, Yamasaki et al. [20] trained a FCN
to label the pixels in a floor plan with several classes. The
classified pixels formed a graph model and were taken to retrieve houses of similar structures. However, their method

Figure 2. Floor plan elements organized in a hierarchy.

adopts a general segmentation network, where it simply recognizes pixels of different classes independently, thus ignoring the spatial relations among classes in the inference.
Compared with the recent works, our method has several distinctive improvements. Technical-wise, our method
simultaneously considers multiple floor plan elements in the
network; particularly, we take their spatial relationships into
account and design a multi-task approach to maximize the
learning of the floor plan elements in the network. Resultwise, our method is more general and capable of recognizing nonrectangular room layouts and walls of nonuniform
thickness, as well as various room types; see Figure 2.
Recently, there are several other works [22, 9, 24, 21,
18] related to room layouts, but they focus on a different
problem, i.e., to reconstruct 3D room layouts from photos.

3. Our Method
3.1. Goals and Problem Formulation
The objectives of this work are as follows. First, we aim
to recognize various kinds of floor plan elements, which are
not only limited to walls but also include doors, windows,
room regions, etc. Second, we target to handle rooms of
nonrectangular shapes and walls of nonuniform thickness.
Last, we aim also to recognize the rooms types in floor
plans, e.g., dining room, bedroom, bathroom, etc.
Achieving these goals requires the ability to process the
floor plans and find multiple nonoverlapping but spatiallycorrelated elements in the plans. In our method, we first
organize the floor plan elements in a hierarchy (see Figure 2), where pixels in a floor plan can be identified as inside
or outside, while the inside pixels can be further identified
as room-boundary pixels or room-type pixels. Moreover,
the room-boundary pixels can be walls, doors, or windows,
whereas room-type pixels can be the living room, bathroom,
bedroom, etc.; see the legend in Figure 2. Based on the hi9097

Figure 3. (a) Schematic diagram illustrating our deep multi-task neural network. We have a VGG encoder to extract features from the input
floor plan image. These features are shared for two subsequent tasks in the network: one for predicting the room-boundary pixels (wall,
door, and windows) and the other for predicting the room-type pixels (dining room, bedroom, etc.). Most importantly, these two tasks
have separate VGG decoders. We design the room-boundary-guided attention mechanism (blue arrows) to make use of the room-boundary
features from the decoder in the upper branch to help the decoder in the lower path to learn the contextual features (red boxes) for predicting
the room-type pixels. (b) Details of the VGG encoder and decoders. The dimensions of the features in the network are shown.

erarchy, we design a deep multi-task network with one task
to predict room-boundary elements and the other to predict
room-type elements. In particular, we formulate the spatial contextual module to explore the spatial relations between elements, i.e., using the features learned for the room
boundary to refine the features for learning the room types.

3.2. Network Architecture
Overall network architecture. Figure 3(a) presents the
overall network architecture. First, we adopt a shared VGG
encoder [17] to extract features from the input floor plan image. Then, we have two main tasks in the network: one for
predicting the room-boundary pixels with three labels, i.e.,
wall, door, and window, and the other for predicting the
room-type pixels with eight labels, i.e., dining room, washroom, etc.; see Figure 2 for details. Here, room boundary
refers to the floor-plan elements that separate room regions
in floor plans; it is not simply low-level edges nor the outermost border that separates the foreground and background.
Specifically, our network first learns the shared feature,
common for both tasks, then makes use of two separate
VGG decoders (see Figure 3(b) for the connections and feature dimensions) to perform the two tasks. Hence, the network can learn additional features for each task. To maximize the network learning, we further make use of the
room-boundary context features to bound and guide the discovery of room regions, as well as their types; here, we
design the spatial contextual module to process and pass
the room-boundary features from the top decoder (see Figure 3(a)) to the bottom decoder to maximize the feature integration for room-type predictions.

features from the top VGG decoder (see the blue boxes in
Figures 3(a) & 4), while the input to the bottom branch is
the room-type features from the bottom VGG decoder (see
the green boxes in Figures 3(a) & 4). See again Figure 3(a):
there are four levels in the VGG decoders, and the spatial
contextual module (see the dashed arrows in Figure 3(a))
is applied four times, once per level, to integrate the roomboundary and room-type features from the same level (i.e.,
in the same resolution) and generate the spatial contextual
features; see the red boxes in Figures 3(a) & 4.
• In the top branch, we apply a series of convolutions to
the room-boundary feature and reduce it to a 2D feature map as the attention weights, denoted as am,n at
pixel location m, n. The attention weights are learned
through the convolutions rather than being fixed.
• Furthermore, we apply the attention weights to the
bottom branch twice; see the “X” operators in Figure 4. The first attention is applied to compress the
noisy features before the four convolutional layers with
direction-aware kernels, while the second attention is
applied to further suppress the blurring features. We
call it the room-boundary-guided attention mechanism
since the attention weights are learned from the roomboundary features. Let fm,n as the input feature for
′
the first attention weight am,n and fm,n
as the output,
the X operation can be expressed as
′
fm,n
= am,n · fm,n .
(1)
• In the bottom branch as shown in Figure 4, we first apply a 3 × 3 convolution to the room-type features and
then reduce it into a 2D feature map. After that, we apply the first attention to the 2D feature map followed by
four separate direction-aware kernels (horizontal, vertical, diagonal, and flipped diagonal) of k unit size to

Spatial contextual module. Figure 4 shows the network
architecture of the spatial contextual module. It has two
branches. The input to the top branch is the room-boundary
9098

Figure 4. Our spatial contextual module with the room-boundary-guided attention mechanism, which leverages the room-boundary features
to learn the attention weights for room-type prediction. In the lower branch, we use convolutional layers with four different direction-aware
kernels to generate features for integration with the attention weights and produce the spatial contextual features (in red; see also Figure 3).
Here “C” denotes concatenation, while “X” and “+” denote element-wise multiplication and addition, respectively.

further process the feature. Taking the horizontal kernel as an example, our equation is as follows:
X
′
′
(αm−k,n · fm−k,n
+ αm,n · fm,n
hm,n =
(2)
k
′
+ αm+k,n · fm+k,n
),
where hm,n is the contextual features along the hori′
zontal direction; fm,n
is the input feature (see Eq. (1));
and α is the weight. In our experiments, we set α to 1.
• In the second attention, we further apply the attention
weights (am,n ) to integrate the aggregated features:
′′
= am,n · (hm,n + vm,n + dm,n + d′m,n ), (3)
fm,n

where vm,n , dm,n , and d′m,n denotes the contextual
features along the vertical, diagonal, and flipped diagonal directions, respectively, after the convolutions
with the direction-aware kernels.

For the train-test split ratio, we followed the original paper [11] to split R2V into 715 images for training and 100
images for testing. For R3D, we randomly split it into 179
images for training and 53 images for testing.
Cross-and-within-task weighted loss. Each of the two
tasks in our network involves multiple labels for various
room-boundary and room-type elements. Since the number of pixels varies for different elements, we have to balance their contributions within each task. Also, there are
generally more room-type pixels than room-boundary pixels, so we have to further balance the contributions of the
two tasks. Therefore, we design a cross-and-within-task
weighted loss to balance between the two tasks as well as
among the floor plan elements within each task.
• Within-task weighted loss. Here, we define the withintask weighted loss in an entropy style as
Ltask = wi

3.3. Network Training

C
X

−yi log pi ,

(4)

i=1

where yi is the label of the i-th floor plan element in the
floor plan and C is the number of floor plan elements in
the task; pi is the prediction label of the pixels for the
i-th element (pi ∈ [0, 1]); and wi is defined as follows:

Datasets. As there are no public datasets with pixel-wise
labels for floor plan recognition, we prepared two datasets,
namely R2V and R3D. Specifically, R2V has 815 images,
all from Raster-to-Vector [11], where the floor plans are
mostly in rectangular shapes with uniform wall thickness.
For R3D, besides the original 214 images from [10], we
further added 18 floor plan images of round-shaped layouts
to the data. Compared with R2V, most room shapes in R3D
are irregular with nonuniform wall thickness. Here, we used
Photoshop to manually label the image regions in R2V and
R3D for walls, doors, bedrooms, etc. Note that we used
the same label for some room regions, e.g., living room and
dining room (see Figure 2), since they usually locate just
next to one another without walls separating them. Such
a situation can be observed in both datasets. Second, we
followed the GitHub code in Raster-to-Vector [11] to group
room regions, so that we can compare with their results.

w i = PC

N̂ − N̂i

j=1 (N̂

− N̂j )

,

(5)

where N̂i is the total number of ground-truth pixels for
the
PCi-th floor plan element in the floor plan, and N̂ =
i=1 N̂i , which means the total number of groundtruth pixels over all the C floor plan elements.
• Cross-and-within-task weighted loss: Lrb and Lrt denotes the within-task weighted losses for the roomboundary and room-type prediction tasks computed
from Eq. (4), respectively. Nrb and Nrt are the total
number of network output pixels for room boundary
9099

Figure 5. Visual comparison of floor plan recognition results produced by our method (c&d) and by others (e-g) on the R2V dataset; note
that we have to use rectangular floor plans for comparison with Raster-to-Vector [11]. Symbol † indicates the postprocessing step.
Table 1. Comparison with Raster-to-Vector [11] on the R2V dataset. Symbol † indicates our method with postprocessing (see Section 4.1).
overall accu
Raster-to-Vector [11]
Ours
Ours†

0.84
0.88
0.89

Wall Door & Window
0.53
0.58
0.88
0.86
0.88
0.86

class accu
Closet Bathroom & etc. Living room & etc. Bedroom Hall Balcony
0.78
0.83
0.72
0.89
0.64 0.71
0.80
0.86
0.86
0.75
0.73 0.86
0.82
0.90
0.87
0.77
0.82 0.93

and room type, respectively. Then, the overall crossand-within-task weighted loss L is defined as:
L = wrb Lrb + wrt Lrt ,
where wrb and wrb are weights given by
Nrb
Nrt
and wrt =
.
wrb =
Nrb + Nrt
Nrb + Nrt

(6)

(7)

4. Experiments
4.1. Implementation Details
Network training. We trained our network on an
NVIDIA TITAN Xp GPU and ran 40k iterations in total.
We employed Adam optimizer to update the parameters and
used a fixed learning rate of 1e-4 to train the network. The
resolution of the input floor plan is 512 × 512, for keeping
the thin and short lines (such as the walls) in the floor plans.
Moreover, we used a batch size of one without using batch
normalization, since it requires at least 32 batch size [19].
Also, we did not use any other normalization method. For
other existing methods in our comparison, we used the original hyper-parameters reported in their original papers to

train their networks. To obtain the best recognition results,
we further evaluated the result every five training epochs
and reported only the best one.
Network testing. Given a test floor plan image, we feed
it to our network and obtain its output. However, due
to the per-pixel prediction, the output may contain certain noise, so we further find connected regions bounded
by the predicted room-boundary pixels to locate room regions, count the number of pixels of each predicted room
type in each bounded region, and set the overall predicted
type as the type of the largest frequency (see Figure 5(c)
& (d)). Our code and datasets are available at: https:
//github.com/zlzeng/DeepFloorplan.

4.2. Qualitative and Quantitative Comparisons
Comparing with Raster-to-Vector. First, we compared
our method with Raster-to-Vector [11], the state-of-the-art
method for floor plan recognition. Specifically, we used images from the R2V dataset to train its network and also our
network. To run Raster-to-Vector, we used its original labels (which are 2D corner coordinates of rectangular bound9100

Figure 6. Visual comparison of floor plan recognition results produced by our method (c&d) and others (e-f) on the R3D dataset. Symbol
† indicates our method with postprocessing (see Section 4.1).

ing boxes), while for our network, we used per-pixel labels.
Considering that the Raster-to-Vector network can only output 2D corner coordinates of bounding boxes, we followed
the procedure presented in [11] to convert its bounding box
outputs to per-pixel labels to facilitate comparison with our
method; please refer to [11] for the procedural details.
Figure 5 (c-e) shows visual comparisons between our
method and Raster-to-Vector. For our method, we provide
both results with (denoted with †) and w/o postprocessing.
For Raster-to-Vector, it has already contained a simple postprocessing step to connect room regions. Comparing the results with the ground truths in (b), we can see that Raster-toVector tends to have poorer performance on room-boundary
predictions, e.g., missing even some room regions. Our
results are more similar to the ground truths, even without postprocessing. For the R3D dataset, it contains many
nonrectangular room shapes, so Raster-to-Vector performed
badly with many missing regions, due to its Manhattan assumption; thus, we did not report the comparisons on R3D.
For quantitative evaluation, we adopted two widely-used
metrics [13], i.e., the overall pixel accuracy and the perclass pixel accuracy:
P
Ni
Ni
and class accu(i) =
overall accu = Pi
, (8)
N̂
N̂
i
i i
where N̂i and Ni are the total number of the ground-truth
pixels and the correctly-predicted pixels for the i-th floor
plan element, respectively. Table 1 shows the quantitative
comparison results on the R2V dataset. From the results, we
can see that our method achieves higher accuracies for most

floor plan elements, and the postprocessing could further
improve our performance.
Comparing with segmentation networks. To evaluate
how general segmentation networks perform for floor plan
recognition, we further compare our method with two recent
segmentation networks, DeepLabV3+ [3] and PSPNet [23].
For a fair comparison, we trained their networks, as well
as our network, on the R2V dataset and also on the R3D
dataset, and adjusted their hyper-parameters to obtain the
best recognition results. Figures 5 & 6 present visual comparisons with PSPNet and DeepLabV3+ on testing floor
plans from R2V and R3D, respectively. Due to space limitation, please see our supplementary material for results of
PSPNet and DeepLabV3+ with postprocessing. From the
figures, we can see that their results tend to contain noise,
especially for complex room layouts and small elements
like doors and windows. Since these elements are usually
the room boundary between room regions, so the results further affect the room-type predictions. Please see the supplementary material for more visual comparison results.
Table 2 reports the quantitative comparison results for
various methods with and without postprocessing, in terms
of the overall and per-class accuracy, on both R2V and
R3D datasets. Comparing with DeepLabV3+ and PSPNet,
our method performs better for most floor plan elements,
even without postprocessing, showing its superiority over
these general-purpose segmentation networks. Note that,
our postprocessing step assumes plausible room-boundary
predictions, so it typically fails to enhance results with poor
room-boundary predictions; see the results in Figure 6.
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Table 2. Comparison with DeepLabV3+ and PSPNet. Besides the class accuracy, we further followed the GitHub code of [13] to compute
the mean IoU metric; see the last row. The values inside () indicate the performance after postprocessing. Note that the R2V dataset
contains floor plans that are mostly in rectangular shapes, while the R3D dataset contains a much richer variety shape of floor plans.
R3D
Ours

overall accu

class accu

mean IoU

wall
door-and-window
closet
bathroom & etc.
living room & etc.
bedroom
hall
balcony

0.89
0.98
0.83
0.61
0.81
0.87
0.75
0.59
0.44
0.63

(0.90)
(0.98)
(0.83)
(0.54)
(0.78)
(0.93)
(0.79)
(0.68)
(0.49)
(0.66)

0.85
0.93
0.60
0.24
0.76
0.76
0.56
0.72
0.08
0.50

(0.83)
(0.93)
(0.60)
(0.048)
(0.57)
(0.90)
(0.40)
(0.44)
(0.0027)
(0.44)

Comparing with an edge detection method. To show
that room boundaries (i.e., wall, door, and window) are not
merely edges in the floor plans but structural elements with
semantics, we further compare our method with a state-ofthe-art edge detection network [12] (denoted as RCF) on
detecting wall elements in floor plans. Here, we re-trained
RCF using our wall labels, separately on the R2V and R3D
datasets; since RCF outputs a per-pixel probability (∈ [0, 1])
on wall prediction, we need a threshold (denoted as tRCF )
to locate the wall pixels from its results. In our method,
we extract a binary map from our network output for walls
pixels; see Figure 2 (bottom) for an example.
To quantitatively compare the binary maps produced
by RCF and our method, we employ F-measure [8], a
commonly-used metric, which is expressed as
(1 + β 2 )P recision × Recall
Fβ =
,
β 2 P recision + Recall

R2V

DeepLabV3+ [3]

(9)

PSPNet [23]

0.84
0.91
0.54
0.45
0.70
0.76
0.55
0.61
0.41
0.50

0.89
0.89
0.89
0.81
0.87
0.88
0.83
0.68
0.90
0.74

RCF [12]
Ours

(0.90)
(0.89)
(0.89)
(0.92)
(0.93)
(0.91)
(0.91)
(0.84)
(0.92)
(0.76)

0.88
0.80
0.72
0.78
0.90
0.85
0.82
0.55
0.87
0.69

(0.87)
(0.80)
(0.72)
(0.85)
(0.90)
(0.84)
(0.65)
(0.87)
(0.45)
(0.67)

PSPNet [23]

0.88
0.84
0.76
0.80
0.90
0.83
0.86
0.78
0.87
0.70

(0.88)
(0.84)
(0.76)
(0.71)
(0.84)
(0.90)
(0.92)
(0.81)
(0.82)
(0.69)

R2V
Fβmax Fβmean

R3D
Fβmax Fβmean

0.62
0.85

0.68
0.95

0.56
0.85

0.58
0.95

Table 4. A comparison of our full network with Baseline network
#1 and Baseline network #2 using the R3D dataset.
Metrics
overall accu
average class accu

Methods
Baseline #1

Baseline #2

Our full network

0.82
0.72

0.85
0.72

0.89
0.80

4.3. Architecture Analysis on our Network
Next, we present an architecture analysis on our network
by comparing it with the following two baseline networks:
• Baseline #1: two separate single-task networks. The
first baseline breaks the problem into two separate
single-task networks, one for room-boundary prediction and the other for room-type prediction, with two
separate sets of VGG encoders and decoders. Hence,
there are no shared features and also no spatial contextual modules compared to our full network.

M
M T −1
t
1 XX p
1 X p
F (
F̃β and Fβmean =
),
M p=1
M T p=1 t=0 β T − 1

where M is the total number of testing floor plans; F̃βp is the
best Fβ on the p-th test input over T different tRCF ranged
t
in [0,1]; and Fβp ( T −1
) is Fβ on the p-th test input using
t
tRCF = T −1 . In our implementation, as suggested by previous work [8], we empirically set β 2 =0.3 and T =256. Note
that Fβmax and Fβmean are the same for the binary maps produced by our method, since they do not require tRCF . Table 3 reports the results, clearly showing that our method
outperforms RCF on detecting the walls. Having said that,
simply detecting edges in the floor plan images is inefficient
to floor plan recognition.

(0.81)
(0.91)
(0.54)
(0.086)
(0.50)
(0.89)
(0.40)
(0.23)
(0.11)
(0.41)

DeepLabV3+ [3]

Table 3. Comparison with a state-of-the-art edge detection network
(RCF [12]) on detecting the walls in floor plans.

where P recision and Recall are the ratios of the correctlypredicted wall pixels over all the predicted wall pixels and
over all the ground-truth wall pixels, respectively. To account for the fact that we need tRCF to threshold RCF’s results, we extend Fβ into Fβmax and Fβmean in the evaluations:
Fβmax =

Ours

• Baseline #2: without the spatial contextual module.
The second baseline is our full network with the shared
features but without the spatial contextual module.
Table 4 shows the comparison results, where we trained
and tested each network using the R3D dataset [10]. From
the results, we can see that our full network outperforms the
two baselines, indicating that the multi-task scheme with
the shared features and the spatial contextual module both
help improve the floor plan recognition performance.

4.4. Analysis on the Spatial Contextual Module
An ablation analysis of the spatial contextual module
(see Figure 4 for details) is presented here.
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Figure 7. Reconstructed 3D models from our recognition results.
Table 5. Ablation study on the spatial contextual module.
Methods
Metrics
overall accu
average class accu

No attention

0.86
0.74

No direction Our complete
-aware kernels
version

0.87
0.77

0.89
0.80

• No attention: the room-boundary-guided attention
mechanism (see the top branch in Figure 4) is removed
from the spatial contextual module.
• No direction-aware kernels: the convolution layers
with the four direction-aware kernels in the spatial contextual module are removed. Only the room-boundaryguided attention mechanism is applied.
Table 5 shows the comparison results between the above
schemes and the full method (i.e., with both attention and
direction-aware kernels). Again, we trained and tested on
the R3D dataset [10]. From Table 5, we can see that the
spatial contextual module performs the best when equipped
with the attention mechanism and direction-aware kernels.

4.5. Discussion
Application: 3D model reconstruction. Here, we take
our floor plan recognition results to reconstruct 3D models.
Figure 7 shows several examples of the constructed 3D floor
plans. Our method is able to recognize walls of nonuniform
thickness and a wide variety of shapes. It thus enables us to
construct 3D room-boundary of various shapes, e.g., curved
walls in floor plan. One may notice that we only reconstruct
the walls in 3D in Figure 7. In fact, we may further reconstruct the doors and windows, since our method has also
recognized them in the layouts. For more reconstruction
results, please refer to our supplementary material.
Limitations. Here, we discuss two challenging situations,
for which our method fails to produce plausible predictions.

First, our network may fail to differentiate inside and outside regions, in case there are some special room structures
in the floor plan, e.g., long and double-bended corridors.
Second, our network may wrongly recognize large icons
(e.g., compass icon) in floor plans as wall elements. To address these issues, we believe that more data is needed for
the network to learn more variety of floor plans and the semantics. Also, we may explore weakly-supervised learning
for the problem to avoid the tedious annotations; please see
the supplemental material for example failure cases.

5. Conclusion
This paper presents a new method for recognizing floor
plan elements. There are three key contributions in this
work. First, we explore the spatial relationship between
floor plan elements, model a hierarchy of floor plan elements, and design a multi-task network to learn to recognize
room-boundary and room-type elements in floor plans. Second, we further take the room-boundary features to guide
the room-type prediction by formulating the spatial contextual module with the room-boundary-guided attention
mechanism. Further, we design a cross-and-within-task
weighted loss to balance the losses within each task and
across tasks. In the end, we prepared also two datasets
for floor plan recognition and extensively evaluated our network in various aspects. Results show the superiority of our
network over the others in terms of the overall accuracy and
Fβ metrics. In the future, we plan to further extract the dimension information in the floor plan images, and learn to
recognize the text labels and symbols in floor plans.
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